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IN MY VIEW

Introduction and context 
I am delighted to share with you my reflections on the theme
of this conference Dynamic Relations with the Global South.
You will appreciate that this theme is a very broad and
complex topic to be comprehensively covered, so I have
chosen to approach it from the perspective of the migrant
community in Ireland, and the global dimension it
represents. 

I would like, though, to make one important point: by
focusing on the migrant perspective, I am not in any way
implying that relations with the Global South could simply
be an extension of our local perspective here in Ireland.
Doing so would be an imposition of our local experience, as
Southern people in Ireland, on the rest of the Global South.
At the same time, relations with the Global South should be
about the examination of our collective experiences globally
to identify common themes that describe that experience.

The South in our neighbourhood
The structure of Irish society has been shaped in the past few
years by a profound and sustained process of change. Part of
this process has been the arrival of a significant number of
people from ‘Southern’
countries – including migrant
workers, students and of
course the highly publicized
category of refugees and
asylum seekers. Ireland is now
faced with the challenges and
opportunities brought about by this emerging diversity. 

In this context, I would like to welcome a point made by
Minister Conor Lenihan, TD, in his preface message to the
‘Policy and Practice’ publication (2005), in which he
referred to the need to integrate the ‘people from the South’
in development education in Ireland. This is indeed one of
the new challenges that face Irish society today, and the
development education sector in particular. The Minister’s
comments therefore send a very positive message to the
ethnic minority sector and to the organisation I work for,
Africa Centre. 

Africa Centre has just launched a 3-year strategic plan,
covering the period from July 2005 to June 2008. In this
Plan, our members have identified development education
and the need for Africa Centre to provide an African voice to
development education in Ireland, as a key priority work

area. I would like to take this opportunity therefore to add
my voice to that of the Minister. We offer our readiness in
the Africa Centre to work in partnership with development
education organisations and Irish Aid to make sure that the
incorporation of our perspective in development education
becomes a policy priority sooner than later. 

A confession and a plea 
My remaining remarks have a confession and a plea. The
confession is that, no matter how strong a case we make
today for linkages between the ethnic minority sector and the
‘mainstream’ in Ireland, concrete examples are still very thin
on the ground. 

Further confession: even in the few cases where the
‘mainstream’ (some development education organisations in
particular) is attempting to link with ethnic minority groups,
the capacity of minority ethnic organisations is often a
constraint. Many of our organisations are new and emerging.
They are often informal and run entirely by volunteers who
have to juggle a range of commitments and are mainly pre-
occupied with day-to-day struggles to satisfy basic needs.
Some among our communities cannot easily see the

relevance of sectors like
development education to
them, and probably view it as
an additional commitment.
More worrying even is that
many of our organisations
have tales of woe to tell of bad

‘partnership’ experiences with the ‘mainstream’. The
common feature is the unequal balance of power that often
leaves us as the weaker player feeling frustrated, exploited
and bitter. The many examples of raising funds by naming a
migrant-led organisation as partner have been much cited in
our community. I have first hand experience of this myself.
We do not have much power or influence to stamp out this
practice and we may need to develop a code of conduct to
eliminate this abuse in the future.  

Yet, do these experiences dispel the need for continued
dialogue and the search for possible collaboration? My
straight answer is no. Instead, the challenges facing us are
the reason why we must act, and act now, to build consensus
and find a way forward.

And so, this brings me to my plea: to foster the global
dimension in the migrant and minority ethnic sector in
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The common feature is the unequal
balance of power that often leaves us as

the weaker player feeling frustrated,
exploited and bitter.
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Ireland we must embark, seriously, on building bridges
through genuine partnerships. With the scenario which I
have narrated above (emerging and past experiences), I
suppose our potential partner would have to approach us
with a hard head and a good heart (the ideal partner).

An ideal partner
So what circumstances would make it possible for an

ideal partner to help reinforce the good in our community
and help develop balanced relations? I will volunteer five
points to this debate. 

First: The ideal partner that I envisage would be a risk-
taker who will work hand-in-hand to reinforce the positives
of mobilizing the migrant community to participate and to
help confront the obstacles. You know, it is always easy to
back an acknowledged winner but that is also opportunistic.
My ideal partner, however, would help establish a consensus
of support around emerging winners and that is what Africa
Centre aspires to.

Second: My ideal partner will help our community
integrate into society and fight marginalization. It will
support such pluralistic forces in our community – the youth,
women’s groups, artists, etc. – to develop their potential and
their own independent voices.

Third: My ideal partner will foster existing and emerging
activists in the community, through training support,
capacity building and by ensuring genuine community
representation at policy fora.

Fourth: My ideal partner will also be on the lookout for
recognition of community accomplishments and the
contributions they make to society and recognize the
positives in us and in where we originally come from. This
is important, especially if this partner has some ties to media
circles! Such recognition helps people know that we are not
only what we are often portrayed as and imagined to be. 

Fifth: My ideal partner would also be actively promoting
our work to funders and the donor community. To introduce
our work to them, especially to the doubters who may be
prejudiced and believe us to be corrupt and unprofessional,
or be unsure of the worth of supporting our sector. My ideal
partner would work with us to introduce funders to our work

through various means including joint activities and donor
mentorship.

Now, if I were a potential ideal partner beginning to
contemplate the above areas of cooperation with migrant and
ethnic minority communities, I would be starting to consider
where to start from, how this could work, potential
disappointments and many other dilemmas. 

What ever difficulties may arise, we must start to work
together and develop consensus about how our partnerships
could work. Africa Centre has already started a process of
engagement with various migrant-led organisations and
activists in this regard. We stand ready to work with the ideal
partner to chart ways which will incorporate our community
fully, not only in development education work, but also in
various other areas that impact on our every day life. 

I have a sixth point, which will be also my concluding
remark. As I think over the challenging opportunities and the
equally challenging tasks of engaging the imagination of my
ideal partner, I must also suggest that this partner should be
bold. Boldness has always been a sound approach to
motivating people for larger purpose. 

This gathering of development education practitioners is,
in and of itself, an act of partnership. Thank you very much
to the Centre for Global Education for providing us with this
opportunity. Thank you all for listening.
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